Empowering Pathologists

Pathologists wield tremendous influence on patient outcomes as the front-line specialists who identify risk of disease, determine diagnoses, and guide treatment decisions.

70% of all medical decisions rely upon pathology reports.

60% of general practitioner referrals for pathology relate to preventive health and chronic illness.

50% of physicians encounter errors at least once a month.

At least 1 in 20 US adults are affected by a diagnostic error.

35% of malpractice claim payouts are related to diagnostic errors.

In a recent study, pathologists using Elsevier’s ExpertPath™ performed better under observation compared to those without:

- 10% reduction in diagnostic error using ExpertPath™
- 29% reduction in diagnostic error in the most difficult case using ExpertPath™
- 36% increase in confidence when diagnosing the most difficult case using ExpertPath™

4,000+ common and complex diagnoses

51,000+ searchable and high-quality annotated pathology images

Reduce Diagnostic Errors and Downstream Healthcare Costs

Reliable Support for Fast and Accurate Diagnoses

Normal histology topics

Value-Added and Actionable Reporting

Protection for Organizations and Patients

Summary tables for organ systems

ExpertPath™ empowers pathologists to make confident, accurate, and definitive diagnoses.